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01777 322100 info@rotom.co.uk

APPLICABLE SERVICES

REPAIR AND MAINTENANCE
This product can be repaired or
maintained. Contact us for more
details

Fixed Castor - 160mm Diameter - PA/Rubber, Double Ball
Bearing
SKU 49954

Blue rubber fixed castor with double ball bearing for roll containers. The
diameter of the castor wheel is 160mm. This castor wheel has a load
capacity of 300kg.

TECHNICAL DATA

Castors diameter mm 160

Material Rubber

Status New

Outside dimension lenght 160

Outside dimension width 46

Outside dimension height 195

Carry weight 300

Product new

Type Wheels

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

An extra strong and very good sound-damping fixed wheel for roll
containers, flight cases or DJ cases. The wheel has a load capacity of
300kg and is, therefore, suitable for heavy loads. This castor has a
weight of 2kg and is made of a PA plastic core and a rubber tread. In
short, a distinctive fixed castor with a diameter of 160mm that does not
leave any streaks on the surface is very sound-absorbing and offers you
a bit more driving comfort. Thanks to the material of the wheel, a tread
of blue rubber, it can be used on almost all surfaces, sound-absorbing
and comfortable. This wheel can be used under, for example, your flight
case, DJ cases, roll containers or dollys. The wheel is suitable for use in a
cold store and for freezing down to -20 ° C. The bearing of the wheel is a
ball bearing. The temperature range in which the wheel can be used is -
20 ° C to + 80 ° C.
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